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Popular -er Verbs

admirer to admire

adorer to adore

aider to help

aimer to like, love

apporter to bring

arriver to arrive

chanter to sing

chercher to look for

coûter to cost

danser to dance

déjeuner to have/eat lunch

demander
(à)

to ask

dépenser to spend (money)

détester to detest, hate

dîner to have/eat dinner

donner to give

écouter to listen

embrasser to hug, kiss

enseigner to teach

entrer
(dans)

to enter, to come in

étudier to study

fermer to close

fumer to smoke

gagner to win

habiter to live (reside)

jouer to play

laver to wash

marcher to walk

monter to go up

montrer to show

oublier to forget

parler to speak/talk

paser to go/ pass/ come by, spend
(time), take (a test)

penser to think

pleurer to cry

porter to wear/carry

 

Popular -er Verbs (cont)

quitter to leave (a person or place)

raconter to tell (a story)

regarder to watch, to look at

remercier to thank

rencontrer to meet

rentrer to return

rester to stay

retourner to return

sonner to ring (bell, telephone, alarm
clock, etc)

téléphoner
(à)

to call on the telephone

tomber to fall

tourner to turn

travailler to work

traverser to cross

trouver to find

visiter to visit (places)

Regular -ir Verbs

applaudir to applaud

bâtir to build

choisir to choose

(dés)obéir (à) to (dis)obey

finir to finish

grandir to grow up

grossir to get fair, put on weight

guérir to heal, cure, get well

maigrir to lose weight

punir to punish

ralentir to slow down

réfléchir (à) to think, reflect

remplir to fill, fill in

réussir to succeed, be successful

rougir to blush, turn red

vieillir to grow old

 

Boot Verbs (add letter)

appeler to call

jeter to throw

épeler to spell

projeter to plan

rappeler to call back, remind

Boot Verbs (add accent grave)

acheter to buy

achever to finish

amener to bring (a person)

élever to raise, bring up (children)

emmener to take (a person)

enlever to take off, kidnap

geler to freeze

lever to lift, raise

mener to lead

peser to weigh

promener to take for a walk

Nous Verbs (c to ç)

annoncer to announce

commencer to begin, start

effacer to erase

forcer to force

menacer to threaten

placer to place/put

prononcer to pronounce

Regular -re Verbs

attendre to wait (for)

descendre to go down

entendre to hear

perdre to lose

rendre to give back

répondre to answer

vendre to sell
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Boot Verbs (change accent aigu to grave)

céder to yield

célébrer to celebrate

considérer to consider

espérer to believe

exagérer to exaggerate

posséder to own

préférer to prefer

protéger to protect

répéter to repeat

Boot Verbs (-oyer and -uyer)

appuyer to press, lean

employer to use, employ

ennuyer to bore, bother, annoy

envoyer to send

essuyer to wipe

nettoyer to clean

Nous Verbs (keep an e)

changer to change

corriger to correct

déranger to disturb, bother

engager to hire

envisager to plan

exiger to demand

interroger to interr ogate

mélanger to mix

nager to swim

obliger to oblige, force

partager to share

plonger to dive

protéger to protect

ranger to tidy up, put away

téléch arger to download

voyager to travel
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